VIRTUAL WINE TASTINGS @ ELY

THE NEW ELY WINE EXPERIENCE

Wine tastings at home are the new going out!
ELY are on hand to make them as easy & enjoyable as possible with our at-home wine tasting boxes.
With options to suit corporate events, parties, groups of friends & couples.
With nationwide wine delivery too!

HOMELY WINE TASTINGS
STARTING FROM €80 PER BOX
3 bottles of themed wine
Exclusive tips video link
Tasting notes including vineyard
insights & recommended food
pairings
Notes & tips on how to taste and
assess a wine
A guide to common aromas &
flavours in wines
Tasting sheets for your own
assessments
Matching cheese and charcuterie
can be added (local & Dublin only)
National delivery €8.50

The Homely tastings are perfect for couples to enjoy from the comfort of home.
Can be done in your own time by yourself or with friends over zoom!
You probably should have some wine left over for the next day too!

PRIVATE GROUP ZOOM TASTINGS
STARTING FROM €75 PER BOX
3 bottles of themed wine
Educational tasting notes
including recommended food
pairings
Award winning sommelier live on
Zoom
Notes & helpful tips on how to
taste & assess wine
A guide to common aromas &
flavours in wine
Tasting sheets for your own
assessments
Matching cheese & charcuterie
can be added (local & Dublin only)
Nationwide delivery
Minimum 8 boxes
Arrange an educational private tasting for yourself & your colleagues, friends or family with ELY's award-winning
Sommelier. We’ll deliver an ELY tasting pack to each address & our Sommelier will conduct a tutored tasting online,
discussing each wine in detail, as well as tips on tasting, food pairing & general wine knowledge,
answering any questions you may have!

THE SOCIALLY DISTANCED GATHERING TASTING
STARTING FROM €300
6 bottles of themed wines
Tasting notes including vineyard
insights & recommended food
pairings
Notes & helpful tips on how to taste
and assess
A guide to common aromas &
flavours
Tasting sheets for your own
assessments
Matching charcuterie board
Exclusive wine tips video link
Optional 45 minute add on Zoom
tasting with our award-winning
sommelier
Available in Dublin & surrounds
Why not get the gang together for a perfectly civilised night in?
Our Gathering Tastings are the perfect way to spend an evening with family & friends.
This package contains everything you need for a perfect wine tasting,
with an optional add on to include your own private sommelier!

OPTIONS

Availability
EXAMPLES OF WINE THEMES:
UP & COMING VARIETIES
A selection of three of
our favourite up & coming grape varieties. Chances are
you’ve never heard of these - yet – but we reckon they’ll hit
the big-time next year.

A CLOSER LOOK
Choose your grape of choice & we’ll do the rest.
A closer look at different styles and examples of a
particular variety.
Pick one of the following or ask about any other.
CHARDONNAY
RIESLING
SAUVIGNON BLANC
CHENIN BLANC
PINOT NOIR
SYRAH
GRENACHE
LESSER KNOWN FRANCE
We all know the big ones, Bordeaux, Burgundy & so on,
but the really interesting wines often come from
the fringes. This is a look at some of the less well-known
gems from France.

A TRIP DOWN THE LOIRE
One of the most diverse &
interesting regions in France, the Loire produces
everything from sparkling to
still, dry to sweet, white, red & rosé. This is an
opportunity to explore some of these amazing wines.
HAVE AN IDEA FOR YOUR OWN TASTING?
JUST ASK!

TO NOTE:
As we adapt & grow with the times, so too will
our wine tastings.
We have been conducting tastings over zoom
since March & they have been a huge hit!
Eductional, fun, & from the
comfort of home.
Enjoying drinking & learning
about wine has
never been better!

Groups of 15 - 30

elymaynooth@elywinebar.com

BOOK YOUR UNIQUE & UNFORGETTABLE WINE
TASTING EXPERIENCE TODAY!

Contact Ian Brosnan
ian@elywinebar.com

